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‘New UAE law safeguards rights of children’
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The Islamic Shariah highlights the importance of
children and the necessity
to look after them and their
welfare so that they can
reach their fullest potential
in life.
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The UAE follows the same
by emphasizing the rights
of children and their need
for strong protection. It
was one of the first countries in the Middle East to
sign the United Nations
Convention on Child Protection, and has addressed
the rights of children in
different existing laws ensuring that they are carried
out effectively.

Last year, the UAE issued a
new law, namely the Federal Law No. 3 of 2016 concerning the rights of children. The law contains
around 75 articles setting
out general and specific
legal provisions protecting
the rights of any child.The
Law and its Preamble
The law defines a child as
any human being under 18
years old.Article 2 sets out
the objectives that the UAE
authorities hope to achieve
for every child, such as
their right for a safe life,
development, freedom, and
not to be exposed to any
kind of abuse or negligence. Article 3 further asserts protecting a child
against discriminatory acts

Article 4 highlights that
protection of a child and
the child’s interests must
have priority in all decisions and procedures concerning the child.The law
seeks to work with other
UAE law’s that form a solid
legal framework regulating
the rights of children. This
includes the Criminal,
Cyber, Juvenile, Employment and Personal Status
Laws, some of which are
discussed below.

Seek Expert Advise
Al Mubasheri is one of the
finest providers of legal
services in the country
with the ultimate goal of
offering exceptional support thru the prospect of
exploring all available and
inventive approaches in
aiming for success in legal
dealings and transactions
where clients’ best inter-

ests are on top priority.
High-caliber lawyers and
legal consultants who are
well-accomplished in their
fields of practice coupled
with versatility in client collaborations are the main asset of this law firm.
Establishing solid linkages to
clients from initial contact

until the end of the contract is
of high value in our firm. We
take pride in providing efficient, quality services and
legal solutions in all the aspects of a business start-up
and are humbled by the trust
and confidence our clients
has bequeathed thus far.

